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HERE

The CINA Center whose expertise has been acquired through a unique research international project that was proposed to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) in December 2017. The main goal of this project is to enhance situational awareness, and law enforcement, first responders, and national security professionals with the tools to identify and manage threats to homeland security.

THOUGHTS FROM THE DIRECTOR

Jim Jones

Did you miss the last Distinguished Speaker Series? Watch speaker Dr. Devon Johnson, George Mason University Associate Professor of Criminal Justice, discuss her full talk about human trafficking networks.

Social networks are the strongest predictors of gang violence. Smaller gangs benefit from outside alliances and larger gangs benefit from keeping ties within; 4) Gang cohesion matters for survival. Gang boundaries are messy but best measured via networks; 2) Gang crime, members select their own; 3) Gang cohesion matters for survival.

Understanding False Confessions and Guilty Pleas of the Mentally Ill

PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION

Wednesday, October 14, 2020, 12:00pm-1:30pm

Virtual Event: Social Outlaws - What Network Science Tells Us About Gangs

Vernon Scott, Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice, and his team of researchers from Trinity Washington University presented their findings in a Social Outlaws event hosted by the CINA Center.

Sign up to view more research and past events hosted by CINA.